Abstract: This paper aims to show that, in order to capture a quite relevant feature such as the recursiveness of abstract data types, Model Theory works better than Category Theory.
i. INTRODUCTION
While the advantages of data abstractions in progre~m~ing methodology are m~iv-ersally acknowledged, a general agreement on a comprehensive theory of data types
has not yet been achieved, and every author, having different motivations and aims, emphasizes different aspects of data types and takes the approach that better captures such aspects. In particular~ while everyone agrees on the power of axiomatic definitions as a tool for formal specification of abstract data types, different opinions arise about the restrictions to be imposed on the form of axioms, in order to be sure that we can specify exactly those structures which can be reasonably considered (for Computer Science) data types.
In a previous paper [I], we gave a complete formalization of our own approach, based on model theoretic techniques. A further developement of this approach enforced our opinion that purely algebraic techniques are not sufficiently powerful in o~ der to specify abstract data types. In this paper, we will discuss a few critical p~ ints about the notion of data t~e, and will attempt a comparative analysis of the power of algebraic and model theoretic tools in order to overcome them.
The first critical point concern the notion of data type itself, and will be briefly discussed in the next section; a formal setting will be found in [I] .
The meaning of "abstractness" is discussed in the third section, where a comparison of a number of different "algebraic" concepts which have been (or might be) used to capture abstractness is given. The comparison of the algebraic concepts is completed in the fourth section, where we look at them from a general model theoretic point of view and give a number of results concerning the cardinality of the models corresponding to the various concepts.
Finally, a section is devoted to the fundamental problem of the recursiveness of data types: here, it is proved that our approach is the only, among the ones considered in the paper~ which captures "recursiveness".
In the following, the reader will be assumed to be acquainted with the basic d~ finitions of category theory ~O], first order logic and model theory [i~7] . In particular, we assume as known: the notion of homomorphism, both in the usual algebraic context, where only operations are taken into account, and in a general model theor~ tic context (see ~4] pag.70), where relations are considered, too; the notions of mo_ -nomorphism and epimorphism LIO]; the notion of signature of a first order language ([4] pag.18), extended to the heterogeneous case [5] ; the notions of first order fan- Of course, for abstract data specification the considered first order language is required to be countable; the results of section 4 explicitely depend on this reIn Section 5 we also require that a theory be axiomatizable ~7],i.e. that quirement.
the set of all its axioms be recursively enumerable. We recall the following result due to Craig: a theory is axiomatizable iff it is equivalent to a theory with a recursive set of axioms.
DATA AND DATA TYPES
A nearly general agreement has been reached in considering a data type as chara cterized by objects and operations [12] ; this leads to Algebra as the natural frame to formalize such a concept [5, 6, 15] ; more precisely, the notion of data type is for malized by the notion of heterogeneous eouational algebra~ specified by:
-a finite set of sorts;
-a finite set of operation symbols, with a finite aritz;
-a finite set of equations (universally quantified equalities between terms).
In this approach, the primitive concept is that of data type rather than of datum, and the restrictions on the form of the axioms are imposed as an "a priori". On the contrary, a model theoretic approach~ as developed in fl], allows to first forma lize the concept of datum, which is exactly captured by the notion of model theoretic invariant [8] , i.e. of a formula /~ provable in a first order theory t and such that every model ]]~ of ~ contains a unique element satisfying ~. From this definition, the notion of data type and a characterization of theories which specify data types follow in a natural way (a sketch of the characterization is given in See.5).
A second aspect under which the algebraic approach seems to us to be unadequate refers to the specification of data types with relations together with operations:
an algebraic specification of relations is possible only in the form of functions on the type BOOL, so imposing undue restrictions.
THE PROBLEM OF ABSTRACTNESS
The second relevant problem to be stressed concerns the "abstractness" requirement for data types and the tools which better capture such an abstractness. Indeed~ while in an "algebraic theory of data" an initial model~ being defined as a quotient of a word algebra~ is trivially countabl% and a final model s by the absence of negative axioms~ collaps~into the trivial one-element model~ in a "model-theoretic theory of data:' nothing is immediatly clear.
Our first two results shows perhaps surprisingly~ that in a model theoretic fr~ me it is just finality that does not imply countability. Such a contrast between two concepts that in category theory are seen as dual~ i.e. interchangeable in some sense~ should show that specific features about data types can be captured only at a different level of generality~ i.e. in model theory rather than in category theory.
From now one'will be a countable first order theory~ and ~ the category of models of T.
Th.4.1 -If a model ~]~ is initial or monoinitial in ~'r~ then it is countable.
The proof is an easy application of the downward Loewenheim-Skolem theorem.
Th.4.2 -Let ~ be a final model in ~.ry ~ the~ ~has at most the cardinality of continuum. On the other hand~ there are finitely axiomatizable theories with universKI axioms whose final model has e~ctly the cardinality of continuum.
We omit the proof of the first part of Th.4.2~ which involves the downward Loewenheim-Skolem theorem and a compactness argument. For the second part~ we provide the following example.
Example: STACKS WITH A LEXICOGRAPHICAL ORDERING (S.O.L.)
Sorts: A(set), S(stacks)
Operations: OEA, 14A, ~ES, .:AxS--~S, t:S--~A, p:S---,S
Relations:~C SxS
Axioms: A contains only 0 and I (i.e., xA=i~/xA=l , 0~i)
., t, p are the usual PUSH, TOP and POP (i.e., Vx(x~A-->x=t(x).p(x)),
is a total ordering relation (i.e.~ x( x~ x~yhy< x--~y=~x~ x~yhy 4
z--~x~ z, x~ yvyQ x), which is, moreover~ a lexicographical orde-
l.x>A , where x>y means x~y x~-).
be the set of all {f ite) str gs generated by A=[O,l] and let A" be
Let the set of all infinite strings generated by A; then the model:
~=~A,A~kvA~W,.,p,t,~> , where:~.x=6-x, p(~-x)=x, t(6-x)=~ x>x' iff x-=sly and xT=sOy ' for some standard string s turns out to be a final model with the power of continuum.
The next theorem concerns the cardinality of terminal models; its proof uses the downward I]6wenheim Skolem in its strongest form (where the notion of "elementary submodel of a model, see [4,7~, is required) and involves a compactness argument.
Th.4.3 -Every terminal model of a theory~ with a countable set of wff is countable.
Corollary -The epifinal model off'(if it exists) is countable.
Quite surprisingly, for weakly monoinitial models we can prove the following theorem, which introduces a second asymmetry with respect to a purely categorial point of view:
Th.4.4 -There is a theory with a set of countable ~f such that the category~T, contains a weakly monoinitial model with the power of continuum.
According to Th.4.4~ the second asymmetry is, so to say, opposite to the previous one: for~ initiality involves "starting homomorphisms", terminality involves "arriving epimorphisms".
THE PROBIZM OF REC[~SIVENESS
In our view, countability corresponds to a minimum of constructiveness to be required for abstract data specification. In this section we will tM(e into account a much stronger condition, i.e., we will be faced with the following questions: should be taken into account).
An answer to the second question in terms of a typically model theoretic kind of homomorphisms~ usually called "isomorphic embeddings '~ is proposed. The latter notion will allow us to introduc% as in [2] ~ the concept of "isoinitial model of a first order theory" as a recursive abstract data type.
We will also explain that~ as compared to the previously defined criteria based on the more general notion of "homomorphism"~ isoinitiality is ~h¢ °nl$ ~ defined criterion guaranteeing recursiveness. In this fin% as a further illustration of what is involved in the recursiveness of the isoinitial models~ we will see that a somehow weaker notion based on the isomorphic embeddings to% i.e. "primeness"~ does not capture recursiveness.
Here we require that a theory be axiomatizabl% i.e.~ that the set of its axioms be recursively enumerable [4 3. Coning to the first question~ the main problem is that recursiveness seems to contrast with the "abstractness" of a data type. For~ abstractness implies that a data type can be considered independently of any implementation of its objects and operations; recursiveness~ on the other hand~ is inherently connected with particular representations and is not preserved under isomorphisms.
To better explain what we mean~ we will consider two examples.
Example l o Let~be a one sorted theory whose signature contains only the unary relation-symbol P and le% for every n~!~ Hn and Kn be respectively the wff 3 x!--3 n I l--n n-n x(x~x2A''Ax~xA''AXl~X AP(xl)A''AP(Xn )) (there are at least n elements satis- Now~ all models of ~ are infinite and all countable models are isomorphic to the structure ~ =4N~E}~ where N is the set of the natural numbers and P is the set E of the even numbers. Of cours%~ is recursiv% hut the isomorphism class of contains models ~'=(N~E'>~ where E' is any non recursive set of natural numbers: as we can pass from the recursive structure~ to the non recursive ~ with a non recursive isomorphism~ likewise we can pass from the non recursive structure ~'
to the recursive~q with a non recursive isomorphis m.
Example 2. In the above example the non recursive isomorphism from ~' to~ is of no interest since~ presumably~ one directly takes into account~ without passing through ~'; but there are more problematic situations. For instant% let ~' be a one sorted theory whose signature contains only the binary relation-s}nllhol < and the unary relation-symbol Q: <is axiomatized as an irreflexive linear ordering among infinite element% in such a way that there is a least element (the "zero ':) and~ for every x~ there is a y which is the least element greater than x (y is the "successor" of x;
remark that neither ':zero '~ nor ~'successor '~ are operations "declared" in the signature of ~'); the predicate Q is axiomatized as follows.
First of all~ for every n one can write down a well formed formula H (x) of n ~T saying that x is the n-th "successor" of "zero"; then~ one chooses a set S of natural numbers which is simple in the usual sense of Recursiveness Theory (S is a coinfinite recursive!y enumerable set whose complementary does not contain infinite reoursively e umerable subsets [16]) iomati es Q with the =iom-schema: 3x(" ( n x)AQ(x)) for every n~S~ with the further axiom: ~x~y(x<yAwQ(y)) (clearly~ ~' is axiomatizable sinc% being S recursively enumerabl% it can be specified by a recursively enumerable set of axioms).
Now~ let~ =< N,K ~T> be any structure consisting of the natural numbers with the usual irreflexive ordering~ with T any coinfinite set containing the simple set S. ~ if we interpret the predicate Q as T~ we get a model of ~' (more specifically~ turns out to be a "prime model:' of ~'~ in the sense specified below; since T is an}~ coinfinite set containing S~ q~ ' has infinitely many non isomorphic prime models). We propose the following question: is there some structure~ '=<N~<'~T'> which is isomorphic to~ and is such that T' is recursiv% while~ at the same time~ the non rec=sive isomorphism i: ~---~ ~ ' preserves the recursiveness of < ? (re-mark that if "zero" and "successor" were operations of the signature of~ T, then the question would have a trivial negative answer; in this case, however, ~ no longer would be a prime model of ~').
If such a structure@' would exist, then hardly one might guess that@' is "more natural" than@ and that one can "directly think about @'" without passing through@.
We will not answer the question involved in the latter example, which seems to be hard by itself. We only aim that the example gives an idea of what is involved in the "recursiveness problem" as compared with the "abstractness problem". Nevertheless, we are going to give a definition of "recursiveness" which would make recursive the above model~ of ~' if some "directly recursive" model @' would exist.
Even if such a definition may be considered "problematic", we believe that it allows to capture basic aspects to be taken into account: in particular, despite the first example and the unanswered question involved in the second one, we will show that our formalization does not collapse, i.e., there are a xiomatizable theories without reeursive models.
Now we come to our formalization. of Computer Science and, more specifically, of Data Implementation, one can find good reasons to criticize our choice. For, on one hand such a kind of representation may be quite unnatural for particular structures, where the theory itself suggests more appropriate carriers (to put the question in another way, the aim of a "theoryof data" is to capture the specific features of every kind of data without passing through the natural numbers, which are particular data); on the other hand, if complexity aspects are taken into account, special representations depending on the kind of structure may heavily lower the complexity of the operations and of the relations.
However~ we are only at a starting point: at the present state of research, the problem is still to capture the recursiveness of a~stract data types with a level of generality comparable with the one of the Theory of Recursiveness.
= An equivalent, but slightly "more concrete" choice is made by substituting N with the set 0,I of all strings on the alphabet O, . From a practical point of view, the latter choice may be convenient in special cases, but is nearly affected by the same genera] difficulties as the previous one.
Now we show that our definition of recursiveness does not collapse.
Th. 5.1-There are consistent and axiomatizable theories without recursive models.
Proof. We will define a one sorted theory~whose signature contains exactly the ,nullary operation-symbol (constant) 0 (zero), the unary operation-s~nnbol s (successor) and the unary relation-symbol P. In order to give the axioms of ~ , we recall the fonowing well known result (see e.~. Clearly, ~ is consistent and, since ~ and ~ are recursively enumerable, ~ is axiomatizable. On the other hand, all models of ~ are infinite and can be divided in two classes: a) uncountable models, which are trivially non recursive; b) countable models.
Let ~ be any countable model of ~ : ~4~ contains a "standard submodel" whose carrier is the set of the natural numbers. Let "~ be recursive: then there is a directly recursive model ~' isomorphic to ~ ; 4~, contains the submodel ~ which~ in the considered isomorphism, is isomorphic to ~ ; let (the infinite set of natural mzmbers) M' be the carrier of ~'. Clearly, M' contains an element "~0 which represents the constant O, so that, being the interpretation of s in ~q' recursiv% for every natural number n we can recursively find the element-m-of M' representing n~ n; also, we can recursively decide whether or not P(~ ) holds in 4/~ '. Let ~n/ n / /~¢~' ~ P(~n)}: clearly, ~ is a recursive set separating 7 and ~, a contradiction.
A kind of "non collapse" proof for our definition has been given in ~2J, by
showing that there is a finitely axiomatizable equational algebra whose initial model is not recursive: the proof uses the unsolvability of the word problem and refers to an equational algebra whose models are semigroups; of cours% even if the initial model is not recursive, the considered algebra admits recursive models. Now, an inspection to the proof of Th.5.1 shows that the model whose carrier coincides with the set of the natural numbers and where the predicat~ P holds exactly on the set A is simultaneously an initial and monoinitial model of ~ . By adding some axiomS to ~ ~ it~also possible to construct a theory ~ ' without recursive models~ with a model which is initial and monoinitial at the same time and with a non isomorphic model which is final and epifinal at the same time; more generally~ the technique of the recursively inseparable sets allows us to state the following theorem~ which considerably strenghtens Th.5.1.
Th.5.2 -(a) One can define an axiomatizable theory without recursive models~ with a model which is both initial and monoinitial and with a non isomorphic model which is both final and epifinal. {b) One can define an axiomatizable theory without recursive models~ with infinitely many non isomorphic terminal models and with infinitely many non isomorphic countable weakly monoinitial models.
Now we come to the second question~ i.e. to the problem of providing a general notion of "recursive abstract data type". We start by recalling the notion of "iso- =Of cours% every isomorphic embedding is an injective homomorphism~ a fortiori it is a monomorphism; on the other hand~ in presence of theories with relation symbols different from identity~ an injective monomorphism is not necessarily an isomorphic embedding.
=As far as we know~ in a purely categorial approach there is no simple and general w~y to distinguish the isomorphic embeddings from the other homomorphisms; the only thing one can do is to exclude the other homomorphisms~ i.e.~ to consider categories of models where all arrows are interpreted as isomorphic embeddings.
DEF.5.4 -A model qn of a theory ~ is said to be isoinitial (respectively~ prime) iff for every model ?~ ' of ~ there is a unique (respectively, at least one) isomorphic embedding @ : ~ ----~'.
--The term "isoinitial" has been introduced in LZ]; inEl 3 this notion is denc~ ted by the misleading term "monoinitial", which in the present paper has4 quite different meaning. Since an isomorphic embedding is a monomorphism, the only thing one can say is that an isoinitial (as well as a prime) model is weakly monoinitial; in this line, one can show that there are theories with infinitely many non isomorphic weakly monoinitial models~ one of which is isoinitial.
--The weaker notion of "primeness" is the one usually considered in the so called "eastern school of Model Theory ~' (i.e. in Robinson's school~ as it is explained in [7] ). In the "western school" (tO which [4] belongs), "primeness" is a very strong property which requires the notion of "elementary embedding".
=By the downward Loewenheim-Skolem Theorem and by the injectivity of the isomorphic embeddings, prime models of theories with a countable lansua~e are necessari-!~ countable.
--A isoinitial model is unique up to isomorphisms (abstractness is captured).
On the other hand~ simple primeness does not implies uniqueness: our Example Z provides a theory with infinitely many non isomorphic prime models.
=Just as it happens for epifinal and telmd_nal models and for monoinitial and weakly monoinitial models, if a theory ~ has a isoinitial model~ and a prime model q~ ', then ~ and ~ ' are isomorphic.
In [I] isoinitial models are proposed as "the formal explanation of the intuitive notion of abstract data type :~. This has been done not only in view of the fact that, as we are going to see, iseinitial models of axiomatizable theories turn out to be recursive, but also on the basis of a "semantical characterization theorem" (Theorem 5.1) which is stated after an intuitive analysis of the notion of "datum".
~o
The theorem requires a suitable construction, we want~briefly recall in an extended form covering also theories with relation-symbols different from identity (which in Eli were not taken into account).
= Given a theory ~ ~ a concrete datum is any quantifier-free formula ~ (x,y)
(y a set of variables, x a single variable) such that ~-3 !x3 v~L~(x,z) (" V-" means the provability rela£ion).
= For any relation-symbol R of ~ (including the identity relation), if n is the arity of R~ the n-tup!e of concrete data < ~i~.. , ~n ~ is said to be R-con~ru- = We say that ~1 ~ ~2 iff E ~-~x~zi~XZ(al(X,2i)^ Az(x,x2) ). of tours% is an equivalence relation on the set of all concrete data.
= ~ is said to almost admit an abstract data type iff, for every relation symbol R, say n its arity, every n-tuple <~l,...,~n> ~ is R-congruent.
= Let A he the set of all the equivalence classes of concrete data with respect The "unambiguity" is due to the uniqueness of the isomorphic embedding between the iseiniZial model and any model of ~ and gives rise to the following theorem:
Th. 5.4 -The (unique up to isomorphisms) isoinitial model of any axiomatizable theory (if it exists) is recursive).
Going back to our previous discussion about the adequacy of N as a standard car rier set~ by Th.5.3 it is certainly more impressive to "concretely represent" every element of an isoinitial model by a quantifier-free formula (concrete datum, in the sense explained above) chosen in a suitable way in the equivalence class corresponding to such an element. Unfortunately, the a~iomatizabilJty of a theory in general implies only the recursive en~merability of the set of all concrete data and of everyequivalence class, not their recursiveness.
Finally~ we remark that, as far as we know, every structure that can be reasona bly considered an abstract data type can be formalized as an isoinitial model: Peano Arithmetic, stacks, queues etc.
According to the above, in the choice of the isoinitial models as abstarct data types there is no incompatibility between "abstractness" and "recursiveness", since it is just the "maximum of abstractness and unambiguity" which captures recursivehess. To better illustrate this point~ we give a theorem showing that the pre sence of ambiguity in the isomorphic embeddings may give rise to non recursive models.
Th.5.5 -There are axiomatizable theories without recursive models and with infinitely many non isomorphic and non recursive prime models.
For a given non recursive prime ~ ~ one can cut off ambiguity by adding to the diagram DC(~): in this case ~ become~ isoinitial in the set of models of the theory ~/ ~o DC(~), while any other (possible) prime model of ~ which is not isomorphic to ~ is no longer a model of ~f ; but even if the set of constants C is recursiv% the diagram DC(~ ) cannot be recursive; thus~ the theory is no lonser axiomatizable.
